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SEXT by Shira Taylor. Annex Theatre. July 2.

BY MICHELLE DA SILVA Jun 30, 2016

SEXT by Shira Taylor. Annex Theatre. July 2 at 5:45 pm, July 3 at 12:30 pm, July 6 at 7 pm, July 7 at 9:15 pm, July 9 at 2:15 pm, July 10 a

5:45 pm. Buy tickets. Rating: NNNN

Want to talk about sex? The 12 talented teens in Shira Taylor’s SExT (an acronym for Sex Education by Theatre) sure do. The show is a

response to Ontario parents who have been �ghting the province’s controversial sex-ed curriculum for nearly a year. It’s a protest of sorts

set to song and dance.

The diverse ensemble is made up of students from Flemingdon and Thorncli�e Park, two communities where opposition to progressive

sex-ed is strongest. They tackle tough topics like porn, abortion, relationships and consent with a frankness and fearlessness that’s

un�ltered and fun. A sketch about the race to fertilization narrated as The Hunger Games elicited some of the loudest laughs on opening

night. In another memorable sketch, a superhero-style character named “Captain Condom” wears a �esh-toned top hat and wrangles a

band of STIs to talk about safe sex.

It’s all delivered through pop songs, sketches and poignant spoken-word poetry, and is likely more e�ective delivering a message than any

current sex-ed class.

In this case, the kids are all right.
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Highlights and Lowlights from the 2016 Toronto Fringe
Festival
We take stock after 12 days of frenzied theatre going (and blowout partying in the Honest Ed's alley).
BY STEVE FISHER, AND MARK KAY

Left to right, Aleef Khan, Mary Getachew, Saad Ilyas, and Nirusha, from seXt. Photo by Fiona Saunders.

There are a few other exemptions to the lottery rule, too; the Toronto Fringe partners with The Paprika Festival, The Randolph 
Academy, and the Teen Fringe Initiative, which all produced shows this year (We are XX, A Glass Hive, and The Fence, respectively) 
intended to increase participation and attendance by teen and young adult audiences. The Fringe skews younger than traditional 
audiences, but still needs to actively court millennials that aren’t accustomed to attending live performance. It’s an outreach 
e�ort that the festival plans on doing to recruit more racialized performers and companies, too; we saw some  ne work 
by young performers of colour this year, including the boisterous teen educators in seXt and Alia Etienne’s solo show 
YellowZoned. While the lottery system is theoretically open to all, the festival recognizes that it needs to bend the rules a bit to 
encourage the next, say, Kim’s Convenience.
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SummerWorks 2016 and some hits of the
future
By Carly Maga Theatre Critic

Tue., Aug. 2, 2016 4 min. read

SExT

Think: Sex ed meets drama 101

The young performers from Flemingdon and Thorncliffe Park in SExT (Sex Education in Theatre) already wowed Toronto Fringe

audiences and now their personal exploration of the new Ontario sex-ed curriculum, and the ensuing protests, is back with songs,

poetry, sketches and dance for anyone who missed it the first time around.

Aug. 7-12, http://summerworks.ca/2016/artists/sext/ Factory Theatre StudioEND

STAGE

Arts Amy Grief Posted on July 31, 2016

The annual SummerWorks Performance Festival in Toronto runs from August 4 to 14 at various

venues across the city. The curated event is turning 26 this year and to celebrate, it's

showcasing 69 projects as well as events and workshops. Like other local theatre festivals,

there's usually something for everyone, whether you're looking to sit down and enjoy a show

or participate in a site-specific piece.

Here are 5 shows to check out at SummerWorks 2016.

SExT 

In this PhD research project turned performance art, young people from Flemingdon and

Thorncliffe Park use song, dance, rap and poetry to talk about sexuality in the wake of the

controversy over Ontario's new sex ed curriculum. If you're wondering, SExT here stands for

Sex Education by Theatre.
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Today Beyoncé taught me how to put on a condom, a penis-headed Cat in the Hat educated me on STDs, and I will never 

watch Frozen the same way again. This is SExT: Sex Education by Theatre, from the Moo With Me Collective, where it is the 

teens’ turn to talk at the Toronto Fringe Festival. 

SExT began life as dissertation research for creator and director Shira Taylor’s doctorate, where she wanted to explore the 

use of theatre for sex education with the youth in Toronto’s Flemindgdon Park and Thorncliffe neighbourhoods; communities 

that were designated Neighbourhood Improvement Ar-eas, immigration destinations and places where protests occurred 

during the recent sex education re-form of the �rst Ontario curriculum update since 1998.

SEXT (MOO WITH ME PRODUCTIONS) 2016 TORONTO FRINGE 
REVIEW
JULY 2, 2016 | NICOLA DEMPSEY | LEAVE A COMMENT

What followed were conversations and collaborations between local professional theatre artists and young people, 

facilitated by Taylor, where they safely discussed issues they have identi�ed in their com-munities including consent, 

homophobia, racism and cyber bullying, and created an hour of educational, entertaining and thought-provoking sketches, 

songs, spoken word and dance.

And it is very funny. Captain Condom, the aforementioned penis-hatted Dr Seuss character, brought in his band of STIs to tell 

us the importance of protection. Consent was explained in the context of ‘Net�ix and Chill’ where TV = sex; if a person falls 

asleep watching a TV show should you carry on watching? No. Finish the episode on your own in the shower. Even in a 

powerful poem about stereotyping there was a collective belly laugh from the audience.

The humour is balanced with seriousness, where a poem about mental illness, an awesome spoken word on the Sex Ed Bill 

and a heart-wrenching song with choreography on domestic abuse affected the audi-ence, leaving us hanging on every word. 

Within the context of the history of the project, and knowing these are speci�c issues these teens want to share and discuss 

with their audiences, you are that more attentive and they resonate so much more than any textbook or PSA.

SExT isn’t children’s theatre as I have experienced it – people too old to be wearing unitards rapping to sixteen year olds 

about the importance of personal hygiene (though personal hygiene IS important, TTC patrons). But rather it is young people 

passionately and sincerely addressing the problems they notice and care about, and imploring the audience to be active with 

them in spreading and addressing their concerns. Their unity as a cast is strong and helps to convey their messages; I heard so 

many audience members saying how much they learned about sex ed from the show, myself included!

It is a �ne example of using art and theatre to invoke discussion and hopefully change, and the young and especially the old 

should see it.
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Share Reddit

A music video set to the tune of Cardi B’s breakout hit “Bodak Yellow” is amplifying young

people’s voices in hopes of teaching an important lesson about consent.

The video, “Bodak Consent,” stars a cast of youth who explore how to respond to unwanted

advances. Lauren Chang, who plays Cardi B’s stand-in, Miss G, opens the video by confronting a

guy who gropes her.

“Listen up, you ain’t touching me unless I want you to. I’m not joking, this is my body, it’s my right to

choose,” Chang raps.
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The video was created by Sex Education by Theatre (SExT) in partnership with the Canadian

Foundation for AIDS research. SexT founder Shira Taylor said conversations about sex-ed are

often seen as “adults debating each other,” and she wanted to create something that was fun,

non-judgmental and centred around youth.

“These are the approaches that lead to real behaviour change,” Taylor told CTV News Channel

on Friday.

The video also purposefully includes a diverse cast that reflects the audience Taylor hopes to

reach.

“In this video, we see young people who look like youth in Toronto in 2018. And they’re listening to

the same music, they’re rocking the same dance moves, and here they are modelling how to

enact consent in a really relatable way,” she said.

The song choice was also quite purposeful. “Bodak Yellow” dropped in June 2017 and quickly

became a ubiquitous presence on radio, smashing chart records and solidifying Cardi B’s

position as rap’s rising star.

The song’s popularity amongst young people made it an easy choice to parody, Chang said.

“’Bodak Yellow’ was one of those songs that all my friends knew the words to, and I thought it

was pretty cool because it’s by a female rapper. And I knew I wanted to talk about consent, and

consent is usually framed as this super serious thing – which of course it is – but I wanted to do

a fun and empowering take on it,” she said.

Chang says it’s important that the message comes from young people because they have an

inside understanding of issues facing young people today.

“I see a lot around me that my friends and I go through these sort of situations every day. And

sometimes I don’t think that our parents understand or are fully aware of this,” she said.
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SExT presents ‘Bodak Consent’
Sex Education By Theatre (SExt) is reacting to Premier Doug Ford's repeal of the current sex ed curriculum with 
their song 'Bodak Consent'. Joining Roger in studio are the minds behind the project Shira Taylor and Lauren Chang 
to tell us about the creation process and importance of addressing this issue.
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